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The Government of Sierra Leone.
Ministry of Energy.
DISCLOSURE NOTICE
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

The Government of Sierra Leone is pleased to announce the completion of the Environmental and Social Management Framework for the Energy Sector Utility Reform Project Financed by the World Bank. The project will be funded through a grant International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) for an energy access project known as the Sierra Leone Energy Sector Utility Reform Project. The proposed Project is in compliance with the environmental and social requirements contained in the rules and regulations governing the Environmental impacts in Sierra Leone and the World Bank

The main objective of the Project is to improve the technical and operational performance of the National Power Authority.  The Project will contribute to enhanced management, operation and financial viability of the electricity sector, thus laying a solid foundation for expanding electricity services to Sierra Leone’s people and firms.  Project beneficiaries will be the electricity customers of NPA, who will benefit from the Project through improved and more reliable electricity service.  

The project comprises three major components and which are as follows: 
·	Investment in Distribution and Rehabilitation;
·	Rehabilitation and Upgrade of secondary Medium Voltage (MV) network; 
·	NPA Performance Improvement and Enhancement of Implementation Capacity/Skills (including Impact Evaluation),

Component 1: 
Investments in Distribution Rehabilitation, Metering and Management Systems

The distribution grid requires well over $170 million of investment, in the Greater Freetown area alone. Some of the most urgently needed system investments are in the process of having specifications prepared under the recently approved Sierra Leone Infrastructure Trust Fund (SLIDF) energy access project, under which provision was also made for technical assistance that will be used to carry out a condition assessment of the entire Freetown distribution network and to develop a comprehensive investment plan of prioritized and optimal next investments.  The plan, to be based on the assessment, system studies as well as the existing JICA funded load flow study, will exactly define network sections and equipment needing urgent upgrade to remove serious bottlenecks in the system and to upgrade quality of supply. Apart from forming the basis for investment under the IDA project, this systematic approach will ensure a sound basis for further financing of the network rehabilitation and upgrade going forward.
2. A major component of the IDA project will be to upgrade and rehabilitate key primary MV network infrastructure, including aged MV substations and feeder lines in the Greater Freetown area.  Due to decades of neglect, primary MV substations are in a state of disrepair, substation batteries and circuit breakers are mostly not functional, and DC supplies nonoperational.  Sections of the system are overloaded, protection relays are faulty and there is a serious risk of infrastructure damage occurring as a result of protection system or circuit breaker failure. The envisaged upgrade will require that certain existing links to be replaced with appropriately sized cables/overhead lines, and will help reduced technical losses and enhance reliability. Appropriately matching needed investments in MV feeder upgrade to appropriate investments in corresponding substations will enable systematic system upgrade and protection of infrastructure. The upgrade will also be complementary to network investments effected under the SLIDF energy access project and will form part of a systematic approach to rehabilitate the Freetown network on an incremental basis.  In particular it should be noted there has been an increase in demand in certain areas from newly established commercial operations and consideration will be given to expanding the network to meet this demand.   
3. Quality of electricity service in Freetown is poor. Low voltage conditions caused by feeder overloading are present in most areas of the city and regular outages occur due to power shortages as well as system unreliability.  Undersized transformers and excessive LV feeder lengths result in low voltage conditions.  Suitable areas for secondary MV and LV system upgrade will be defined in the investment plan developed under the SLIDF energy access project, including consideration of high consumption areas in order to maximize investment benefit and positively impact the commercial performance of NPA. A $3 million-$5 million IDA investment in this area, matched by coordinated and well-targeted LV upgrade investments supported by the Islamic Development Bank Investments in LV system upgrades will be necessary to reduce technical losses and to improve service delivery and overall utility performance. 4. As a means to improving commercial performance, NPA has embarked on a program to gradually replace all credit meters with pre-paid meters. This strategy has already paid dividends in terms of reduced non-technical losses and improved collection ratio. The Project will complement NPA’s ongoing re-metering program by financing supply and installation of approximately 10,000 pre-paid meters. NPA currently has no means of precisely locating high loss areas in the network. Therefore, the Project will finance supply and installation of a further 500 statistical meters to complement the investment made under the SLIDF. 
Component 2: NPA Performance Improvement and Enhancement of Implementation Capacity/Skills (including Impact Evaluation)

Component 3: Targeted sector/utility technical Assistance 
5. Owing to the enormity of the challenges in the sector, the Government as well as the utility with limited staff are often reactive rather than proactive, and in fire-fighting mode rather than strategic, with necessary focus in key areas which are pre-requisites for well-informed decision-making for prioritizing and selecting future public and private investments in generation, transmission and distribution.  Technical assistance will be procured to strengthen utility/system planning and dispatch capabilities.  This capability should also include regional opportunities and constraints.  TA under the SLIDF for an Integrated Resource Plan study is currently under procurement, and will help identify promising opportunities, especially in generation.  In addition, technical assistance under IDA will be provided for proper development of the most promising power investment opportunities emerging in generation, including feasibility of related transmission and distribution infrastructure.   



